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This repor_ investigatedfour potential noise control approaches to
the control of noise from refuse collection vehicles. These included:
(1) the potential impact of a legislative.alternativerequiring stationary
compactors for all new high-rise developments; (2) the effect of a collection
curfew; (3) the incorporation of noise into an annual inspection program
and (_) the impact of taking no local action and allo_ing federal regulations
to serve as the only control. The incorporation of noise into an annual
refuse collection vehicle inspection program is, undoubtedly,the preferred
mechanism for control, It provides a mechanism for routine monitoring and
isolation of particularlynoise vehicles. As :his study was performed in
Prince George's County, _aryland, where high-rise development is minimal,
Further consideration ?or the First alternative was not given,
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Foreword

In October, 1976, the D.S. Environmental Protection Agency

, contracted with the Metrnpolita_ Washington Council of Govern-

.. ments to develop a plan to evaluate specific noise control strai-

t ogles in a major metropolitan area. During the performance of

that contract, st_ff from COG and six of its area jurisdictions,
r

identified noise source targets for study and developed a series,.

of potential strategies for evaluation. The overall plan was then

presented to EPA for their consideration for funding of the im-

_" plementaticn phase.

The contract for the implementation phase of the study was

!" awarded in September, 1977. Specific work elements included the

development of two educational modules and the investigation of

. =ontrol strategies for grain dryers, air conditioning/refrigeration

equipment, minibikes and refuse collection vehicles. For each

• specific noise souros to be studied, a jurisdiction within the met-
.

ropolitan Washington area was selected to work with COG in the in-

vestigation.

This report on the noise from refuse collection vehicles is

one of a series describing each of the activities undertaken. The

fooT,at for each report _aiA%--_he s_[e_e_es _svalua_ed and assesses ""_

_he _perienoes encountered. Each is designed to provide guidance

- for other state and local noise programs faced with similar noise

problems. Hence, emphasis is placed on the practical aspects of

attempting to implement innovative approaches.
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This investigation of control strategies for refuse collec-

_ion vehicles was completed by the noise staffs from the Directorate
w.

of Environmental Health in Prince George's County, Maryland, and

the Metropolitan Washington council of Governments. A brief sum-
r

mary of the Prince George's County overall noise program is presented

•- in Appendix I. The four control strategies investigated were: (I)

the potential impact of a legislative al_ernativs requiring station-

ary compactors for all new hlghrise developments, (2) the effect

of a collection curfew, (3) the incorporation of noise into an annual

inspection program and (4) _he impact of _akinq no local action and

• allowing federal regulations to serve as the only control.

The contents of t._is report were prepared by the authors under

" contract with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Therefore,

the opinions, findings, conclusions and recommendations expressed

are not necessarily those of EPA. The mention of trade names or

,. oo_srcial manufao=urers included herein does not constitute an st-

.- dorsament by either EPA or the authors.

i li
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I. Analysis of the Impact of Refuse Collection _ise in Prince
.j

., George s County:

Initially a survey of the fleet of refuse collection vehicles

in Prince George's County was conducted. The data were gathered

.. from information filed with the Division of Solid Waste and _?oise

'" Control at the t_e of the 1977 annual inspection. It was found

there were approximately 740 refuse collection vehicles operatln_
i o

in the County. Of t_ese, 48.7% were rear packers; 35.8% were open

: bed; 7.4% were roll-offe; 7.02% were front-end loaders and less,°

i than 1% were either panel or side loaders. In ter,ms of age, 4$

were over 20 years old; 17% were 10-20 years old and 82% were less

i than i0 years old.

i" A review of noise complaint data indicated that in a period

! of approximately four years, complaints concerning refuse collec-

I finn had constituted one of the mere frequen_ types of complaints.

Typically, these complaints had focused on cnllec_ion practices

rather than vehicular or compactor noise. In the few cases where

hours of operation had been a concern, staff had been successful

in obtainin_ voluntary chanqes in schedule.

_n the preparation of the Background Document for the proposed

noise emission regulations for refuse collection vehicles, a formula

for the deter'ruination of Equivalent Noise Impact (ENI) was presented.

J- ENr_ = (F_i) {Pi)
i

I.
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•- WH_RE FI i = the fractional impact which is derived by
°,

,05(Ldn i. - 55), Note: TO obtain Ldnl, use

Exhibit 5 - c, p. 5 - 71 in the EPA document.

If Ld_ is less than 55, the FI is 6_"

AND (Pi) u the population in a particular land useF-

.. category. (In the case of Prince George's

r County, this information was obtained fzom

"' Census Bureau Reports and Cooperative Fore-
i.

casting Data. )

"" Base_n the most currently available land use _d population

data for the County, it was determined that types of housing units

were as follows:
_w

Suburban Single Family Detached: 55.1%

Suburban Duplexes: 1.4

.. Urban Row Apartments 2.5

," Dense urban Apar_mants 36.4

,°

Very Dense Urban Apa=_ents 4.6

100%

Population by land use was then determined as follows:
.°

Suburban Single Family Detached: 372,336

Suburban Duplexes: 9,546

Urban Row Apar%ments 17,122

Dense Urban Apartments 245,800

Very _enee Urban Apartments 30,696

2



Using the EPA document 550/9-77-204, Exhibit 5-C, Ldn

values for Option 7, which corresponds to the proposed federal

regulations, were obtained.

Land Use Ldn

'" SuburSan Single Family" Detached: 44.790

SuburSan Duplexes: 50. 679

Urban Row Apartments: 61.870

;.. Dense Urban Apartments: 70. 369

]., Very Dense Urban Apartments: 74. 679

i Then the formulae F_i = (.05) (L -55) and EN_. © (F_i) (_i)z" dnl

! were used _c arrive at _he number of persons currently experiencing

_L
general annoyancs from refuse collection vehicles in Prince George's

County, Ma.'_21and.

Land Usa F_i ENI_

" Suburban Single Family De_ached: • 0 0
i.

Suburban Duplexes: 0 0

,. Urban Row Aperients| .3435 5,881.4

i Dense _Jrban Apaz-t'.msn_a: .76845 188,885.0

' Vary Dense Urban Apartments: .98395 30,203.3

, Total 224,969.7 or 224,970
Thus, it was determined that approximately 224,970 residents

i!

i are presently experiencing general annoyance.



II. Analysis of _he Potential Impact of a Legislative Alter-
native Requiring Stationary, Compactors for All New High-

.. rise Developments: " '

r

One element of the study of noise from refuse collection

r vehicles was to explore the effect of legislation which would

"" require the use of stat.lcnary refuse compactors at highrise

apartment complexes in order to reduce the noise generated by

refuse collec_ion vehicles equipped with cqmpaoting units. It

was anticipated that a reduction in noise (ho_h in terms of lev-

,- els and exposure) would result from less frequent refuse collec-

"" tlon vehicle _rips to t-he site. However, evaluation of this hy-

" pothesis resulted in t.he determination that _hls approach was

not'practical in Prince George's Coun:y at _is _ime.

Initially, letters were sent _o four of _he largest manufac-

turers of refuse oollectlon and pr_meeelng equipment An an effort

,_ to ob_aln _he names of t.he closest regional distributor of each

_- company's equipment. Ths four companies were; (i) McClain Indus-

"" t._iee, Inc., (2) Marathon Equipment Company, (3) Hell Company and

(4) De,peter Dumpeter Systems. Marathon and Dampener responded

to _.his initial contact and, of _hs _wo, only Dsmpstsr provided

us with _hs needed information. A copy of _he letter and the one

'" r_spcnse rsoelved is shown in Appendix _!. _hs staff received a

reply which contained information on Dempster's full-line of e_atlonary

refuse cempactors in ts=T_s of overall capacity, size and costs. Equip-

.. msnt ratings for such things as noise and energy consumption were not

_vailable, therefore, At was deemed necessary to visit a sits where

4



a Dempster stationary refuse compactor had been installed and was

in operation, thus, obtaining noise measurement data firsthand.

rq

., Two Dempster "Wastspa_tor" stationary refuse compactors (Model

WP-IS7-D) had been installed by the University of Maryland in a

dormitory complex An College Park, Maryland. A staff member visited
r.

_he site and, accompanied by an employee of the University's De-

._ par_ment of General Services, made noise measurements of the equip-

i merit in operation. Two identical units were housed in two identical

trash rectus at each end of a large hi_hrise dormitory (actually two

dorms linked together by a eo.,u_onlobby). A trash chute from the

upper floors emptied directly into the compactor unit An each room.

The T_o rooms had smooth concrete floors and ceillngs and _cnerete

block walls; the ceilings were about ten feet high. Both rooms

were situated in the baeemeDt of ground floor of the building,

adjacent _o non-livlng spaces on each si_e and below bathrooms on

_.he floor a_ove.

Each unit was run through a complete compacting cycle lasting

approximately 4-5 minutes, while four noise measurements were re-

corded at different lecatlons in _he room. The four measurements

were: (i) directly over t.he chute opening, (2) directly over _he

me,or, (3) approximately six feet _s one side of the compactor

and (4) peak impact at the same location. For _he first compactor,
°I

the fou.T measurements were: 85 dBA, 85 dBA, 79 dBA and 85 dBA,

reepeotlvely. The second compacter measured: 85 dBA, 89 dBA, 77

dBA and 85 dBA. The differences in measured sound levels were

S



, due to subtle differences in location within the rooms of each

compactor. The compactor motor in the second room wee'located

in a "niche" in the wall which created a greater reverberant ef-

fect than if located closer to the middle of the room as the first

one was. Outside of the rooms, the sound was negligible and acous-

, ileal treatment within the rooms could have absorbed' much of the

"" sound.

t-

The refuse is compacted into heavy-duty plastic bags, which are

'" then car_ed cut to the service 'entrance where they are leaded on_e

the collection vehicle. The compactors are run once a day sbou_

if:CO a.m. and the truck arrives at noon. With this type of opera-

. _len, no complaints have been received from residen=s of the dorm

._ about the stationary compactors, however, there have been complaints.

about the collection vehicles which, occasionally, must run their

_=uck-mountsd compactors a_ the site.

Zn talking wi_/% General Services personnel at _he University

of Ma=%,land, i_ was discovered that noise was not one of the factors

considered in purchasing and installing the s_aticnary refuse com-

pactors i_ th_ do_itory. The primary considerations were h_u%sfite

lush'as a reduction in p_cson-hours n_eessary to collec_ the trash,

reduction in trash volume for storage purposes and a cleaner opera-

_icn. Zt is s=ill nemeesary to collect the trash daily to avoid

probl_ms with odors or vectors (rats, flies). The=afore, noise is

still somewhat of a problem due to the necessity for conventional

plck-up and hauling procedures operated in close proxlmi_y to the

building. The nature of _he noise complaints at the University

6



_ followed the trend of complaints elsewhere in the County. That

•- is, complaints focus on noise from collectors' conversations and

the handling of trash containers, rather, than from compactor noise

itself.

The University representative stated that the cost of the
p.

stationary refuse compactors was also an obvious consideration.

Once installed, the reduced operating costs were judged to more than

offset the burden of Me initial capital outlay, which amounted

' to over $3,000 per unit, installed. The operational costs associ-

ated with collection were reduced by approximately fifty percent

after the installation of the compactors. This was due to the re-

duction in person-hours needed to collect _he refuse, and operate/

•. maintain the trash rooms. Disposal costs were not significantly

'" affected since the University ccllecas the refuse in its own vehicles

and pays a $6.00 per ton tipping fee at the landfill. As previously

noted, daily collection and disposal is still necessary for hygiene

purposes.

In collecting its ow_ refuse, the University is in a unique

situation; private apartment complexes and condominiums must rely

cn conmercial collection. Collec_ion frequency would not _be reduced

by compactor installation. These cellec_ion ra_ss vary from place

_o plane within the County. Virt_ally all of the incorporated

municipalitiss, however, provide _heir own refuse collection services

and se_ _heir Own rates. Municipal collection accounts for approxi-

mately one-third of the total volums of _rash collected An _he County.
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The other two-thirds is collected by cc_nercial haulers which

". are contracted by the County for this purpose. The rates average

$8.60 per month for back-door service and $5.00 per month for

curb service. These are per household figures.
p.

" The stationary refuse compactor concept is practical only

in highrise apart.merits or condominium buildings which are large

,. enough to employ a trash chute system leading to a large trash

room in the basement or on _he ground floor. Presently, in Prince

'" George's County, there are only three highrise dwellings with

500-1,000 occupants, and seven with 300-500 occupants. Of these
,.

ten, four already use a stationary refuse compactor. In theory,

a legislative requirement for new construction offers the greatest

.- potential for the development of this concept. There are presently

[" only a few large highrises in the County and recent projections

for development do not indicate a trend toward more hlghrises. In

fao_, the trend is significantly toward increased single family

dwellings.

J,

The process involved in the development of the legislative

.. alternative is very laborious. Staff would first be required to

prepare a study which documents the need for the regulation. Then,

the regulation would be drafted and subjected to several levels of

internal review with final approval delegated to the County Health

Officer. From the County Health Officer, the draft legislation

.- would be forwarded for legal review.



. After this review, staff would, either, need tc find an

interested council person to sponsor the proposed legislation,
eq

or forward it to both the County Executive and the Chairman of

the Council. It would then become a Dill introduced by either
v.

the Executive or Legislative Branch. After review by the Ecc-

. nomic Affairs Committee, all applicable departments would be

given an OppOrtunity to comment. These departments would include:

Public WOrks, Economic, Park and Planning and Licenses and Permlts.

The bill would then go to the County Council where it would be

open for public comment as well. If passed, it would then be signed

by the Executive and become law. The time frame reuuired ranges

from three months to several years.

' The noise staff in Prince George's'County has been working

several years to develop a comprehensive noise ordinance to move

thzouqh the procedure delineated above and it is still in t-he early

stages of internal review. An administrative decision has been

made not to move fcl-ward for at least another year. In all probabil-

ity, an a_tempt to introduce a legislative requirement for compactors

would fu2thsr delay the progress of the comprehensive ordinance.

Any adverse publicity would have a slgnifioan_ detrimental effect

on the future of the ordinance. Moreover, given the facts that in-

creased highrise development is not planned and noise complaints

focus on collection practices, which would not be altered by com-

pactor installation, the legislative alternative would not result

in material noise reduction benefits. Conversely, in other areas

where extensive highrise development is planned, there might be

merit in this approach.

9



_I!. Analzsis of the Effect of a Collection Curfew in the County:

,- Approximately one-third of the refuse collection vehicles are

, owned by incerporated municipalities. A survey of twenty-four of

•" the municipalities indicated that only four had early morning pick-

ups; the remainder initiated service at 7:00 a.m. None indicated
i.

receiving complaints regarding the hours of pick-up.

" The remaining two-thirds of the refuse collection vehicles

are owned by private haulers contracted by the County. A survey

of thia'_y-eeven of the haulers revealed that approximately twenty

,. perment had evening collections and one-half had early morning

plck-up servioss, however, the rou_ings were generally such that

there was little impact on residential areas. In those few in-

stances where noise complaints have been received, the noise staff
r"

,., has been very euoceesful in talking to the haulers and getting route

.- changes implemented.

. The meohanism for the estahliehmen_ of a cu2fsw system in

'- the County is quits simple. It would he made a part of the Public

Works oontraet because t/%e County has the authority to specify ¢ol-

laotion times. There is, hewevsr, no need to establish a curfew

system in the County at this time. The noise staff has been pleased

with Uhs voluntary cooperation of the haulers, recognising that a

mandated curfew system has the potential to create more 9roblema

than it solves. One concern is enforcement since staff would be

needed at times when they are not necessarily available; secondly,

the landfills are no_ lighted. Curfews would condense the operational

i0



hours and require additional staffing to meet the increased usage

.. during available hours. Also, collection personnel would probably

•- be inclined to work faster, enabling them to finish at their pro-

curfew hour. Faster work would, undoubtedly, translate into in-

creased slamming of dumpsters and trash cans which is already the

major source of complaints. Another factor which could easily be

•. overlooked and which we discovered through our interviews was that

'- many people favor early collection hours because family members

work and want to replace trash cans before departure.

Although the curfew alternative is not viewed as a necessary

control maohanlsm in Prince George's County, other jurisdictions

may find it an effective control approach. _n situations where

,. complaints focus on evening and early morning collection, it would

_. certainly be effective provided adequate staff were available for

'" enforcement, however, resistance from haulers should be anticipated.

Another Jurisdiction in the metropolitan Washington area recently

i encountered severe problems when the curfew was enforced; haulers

i . in the Jurisdiction refused to collect the refuse at any hour. If

a curfew is deemed necessary, it should be limited to residential

areas and well-gublioized to the haulers prier to amy anforce_nent

actions. The adverse publicity asssciated with _he strike did

little to foster _he image of noise control programs in our area.

i I!
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IV. Exp.loration of Incorporation Of Noise Into. Annual .Inspection
program:

On August ii, 1967, a Solid Waste Ordinance was adopted

by the Board of County Commissioners of Prince George's County.

.. The Ordinance requires _hat all refuse collection vehicles op-

," erasing in the County must be licensed by the Department of Public

' WOrks. The vehicles may only be licensed if they pass an annual
i.

inspection by the County Heal_h Officer and are not found in

violation of the Ordinance at any time during the year.

The annual inspection is conducted by the Directorate of

Environmental Health in the spring at the major sanitary landfills

in the County. Each driver is _equired to produce _he vehicle's

'" registration card, and _o provide any other information required

to complete the inspection form. The form is shown i_ Appendix ITi.

The truck is then. thoroughly inspected according to a specific

•. se_ of requirements which are as follows:

(I) Trucks must have a Maryland license plate. Tempo-

rary. Maryland plates a_e acceptable. T.-ucks may

have other pla_es in addition to the Maryland plate.

(2) Open type trucks (stake body, dump, metal body) must

•have a cover that completely covers the top and rear

openings of the _ruck. The fit of _he cover will he

checked. Tailgates must fit snugly. There mus_ be

no holes in the body or bed.

12
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(3) Enclosed body trucks [packers, front-loaders and

.rcll-offs) must not have any holes or leaks in the

.. body. Roll-off containers must have intao_ screens

-' or panels covering the rear opening.

(4) Drain plugs must be installed in the drainage hole

" in the hopper of packer trucks.

,. (5) There must be no leakage of hydraulic fluid, motor

• " oil, or liquid from refuse onto the road.

(6) Trucks must have intact mufflers and exhaust pipes.

"" Trucks without mufflers or with holes in the muffler

or exhaus¢ pipe ,Jill not pass.

To investigate the feasibility O f incorporating noise as an

element into the annual 'inspection process, a pilot noise inspeo-
i.

tion program was developed and tested in conjunction with thisI.

yea=' s inspection.

The program consisned of an on-sine noise inspection of ran-

domly selected refuse collection vehicles, and uni!ized the rscom-

" mended methodology connained in the proposed Noise Emission Standards

i for _Tew Truck-Mounted Solid Waste Compactors, published by the U.S.

Environmentsl Protection Agency on Aug_s_ 26, 1977. This me_._odology

was followed as o_ose!y as possible and every at_e._.pn was made to

mean all of nhe necessary conditions and requirements.

13



Through a preliminary statistical analysis, it was deter-

mined that 84 trucks should be tested in order to ensure a 95%

,, confidence level. Factors considered in the determination of

. the sample size included the total number of compactors in the fleet

'" and compactor types.

.- In Order to evaluate the nature of the refuse collection

truck noise problem, a noise survey form was developed. Informa-
l.

tlon required included: age, type of compactor and _uck, noise

measurements, location and hours of operation of the truck. Most

.. of t.his information could not be recorded on the standard vehicle

" inspection form_ used by the health officer• A sample survey form

is shown in Appendix Iv along with a copy of the short letter which

was given to each drive= before the _ruek was inspected for noise.

The test sit_pnfcrmed to the requirements of the proposed

regulations in most respects _hough it was not ideal. It consisted

of a paved parking lot adjacent to the landfill access road, how-

aver, _he paved portion was small and much of the inspection sine

was unpaved, though fla_. The required distance from truck to mlcrophon,

was maintalnsd by simply measuring i_ with a 23-foo_ long piece of

s_Ting barnes each _ruck was tested.

Ths _Tucks _o be tested wars randomly chosen by simply flagging

them down on their retur_ trip frnm _e landfill fuco. Many were

tested for noise immediatsly after being inspected for _heir "dump

tag" inasmuch as the res_ site was located directly across the road

from _/_s area being used to inspect the trucks. Care was taken not

to tss_ the same truck twice.

14



, The actual noise testing was conducted using the test pro-

•. cedure outlined in the proposed regulations. The compactors were

" run through two complete cycles with the maximum sound level and

peak impacts recorded at four microphone locations and the sound
,o

level meters set for "fast response" and "A-weighting." The one

,. exception to this occurred when the two readings differed by 2 dB,

-- and further readings were impossible to take due to factors which

'" will be discussed later.

"" Upon completion of the noise measurement procsss, the four-

location energy average for each of the two measurement data cat-

egories was computed according to the equation set forth in the

proposed regulations. It was determined through this process that

the median age for all of the trucks in the sample was four years,

while _he median sound level recorded was 82 dBA.

!'o

'" OUt of a total Of 84 trucks surveyed, 83 provided the minlmum

data needed to omnduat the survey. Sixty-seven (67) trucks or 80.7%
J°

of all the t_cks surveyed were louder than the 78 dBA standard pro-

_.. posed for 1979. Of =he 67 trucks found to be in excess of the prO-

i! posed standard, S5.2% were :ear packers, 32.8% were front-end loaders,

:! 4.5% side packers, 6.0% roll-ells, 1.5% open dump _ruoks. The latter

t_o categories will not be affected by the proposed requlations due

_i to the fact that they don't have compacting units, but these com-

prised a very small segment.

15



':_ Table _ shows the age of each compac=or unit on each truck

found to be in excess of the proposed standard.

Table

Cross-Tabulation of Aue of Truck Type

.- A_e of Compactor in Years Over Total
Type 0-i 2-5 5-1Q i0 Trucks

• Rear Packer 7 (19%) 20 (54.1%) 8 (21.6%) 2 (5.4%) 37
f.

Front-End Loader 7 (31.8%) 8 (36.4%) 7 (31.8%) 0 22

Side Packer 0 1 (33.3%) 2 (86.7%) 0 3

Roll-Off N/A 4

Open Dump Truck N/A 1

.. Total Trucks 14 29 17 2 67

Table IX is a cross-tabulation 6f the percent of time the

_... _ruck is in operation between the hours of i0:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

_ and the ps_sent of _ime spen_ picking up ncn-residentia! _arbage

' for _he 67 trucks in excess of _ha proposed standard. Due _o insuf-

flcient da_a, four samples had to be dropped from this analysis,

leaving a _o_al of 63 trucks.

Table _Z

Cross-Tabulation of Percent Non-Residential Ocera_ion

and Percan_ Opera_ion Bauween 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

Percent Non-residential Pick-up
Percsn_ Operation Be- Over Tc_al
_ween i0 pm & 7 am 0-i0 10-25 25-80 80 T.-uoks

0-5 21 0 2 12 35
5-i0 7 0 1 6 14

10-25 2 0 2 4 8

25-50 2 0 0 1 3
Ova: 50 1 0 0 2 8

To_al T_uoks 33 0 5 25 63
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_ From this table it can be determined that of the total of

.. the 63 trucks in excess of the proposed standard, 33 (54%) of

"" them operate _/4 of the time in residential areas. In this group

of 33, only three trucks (10%) operate more than 25% of the ti_e

between the hours of i0 p.m. and 7 a.m., which indicates that in

,. residential areas, the problem of odd hours of operation is not

serious.

In conducting the pilot noise inspection program in conjunction

'' with the annual refuse collection vehicle inspection, a number of

problems were encountered in atte/npting to apply the proposed req-
1.

ulatlona. Many of these problems may prove to be con_on to any

.. Jurisdiction which endeavors to enforce the regulations, if and when

.- t/%ay are approved.

i. The most difficult problem was securing the necessary instruments

.- and personnel. _rinoa George's County owns one Type I sound level

meter, therefore, three more were borrowed from a vendor, the Mary-

land State Police and EPA, through the Council of Governments. A
i.

barometer, tachometer and anemometer proved to be unobtainable. A

_ ,. Simple a_d inaccurate wind guage was used but the barometric pres-

sure was not considered in the analysis.

!i
_n _arms of personnel, since the County has only two staff

ma_bers who work part-time in noise, it was imperative that personnel

be "borrowed" from other divisions in the Directorate of Environmental

Health to assist in conducting the noise tests. Each one had to be

trained in the use of a Type _ sound level meter. Inasmuch as the
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" pilot noise inspection program required several days to comple=e,

enough staff had to be recruited so that no one person would he

at the landfill every day. This was a difficult task and it wasr.

. made even more complicated by the weather. Out of the original

'- flva days' scheduled, two were rained cut, leaving only three to

" finish the pilot noise inspection program. T//_e constraints were

now imposed on the program as wall.

The test procedure was also hampered by other factors. Zt

was dlffloult tc maintain a 50-foct clear distance behind st least

one of the microphones due to an encroachment of other activities

.. into _he space. AS a result of the proximity of the landfill acce-_s

' road and the landfill itself to the test si_e, the sound levels

produced by the _est compactor were not always I0 dB greater than
i-

the background level produced by other _rucks and equipment. Some

,_ aoc_a_y in measurement was sacrificed for two other reasons: (i)

,- in most oases, the operator had to stand between the truck and the

microphones in cedar to o_erate the compactor, thereby creating a

reflecting surface, and (2) there were observers wlth/n two feet

of every mater, especially the two that were hand held.

The time constraints mentioned above a_fa=ted the way in which

the testing was conducted in that there was no t/._e for taking extra

measurements in the event of too much background noise, too much

wind, or more than a 2 dB dlfference between the two sets of mea-

surements for each truck. The staff had no authority to s_op trucks

and subject them _o the noise test, t_us participation was volunta_".r.

Most of the truck drivers were anxious to complete their routes and
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quit for the day. This made them reluctant to cooperate with

the staff and at times _hsre were definite communication gaps be-

.. tween the drivers and the staff. Though the driver's read the

' letter, discussing the program, most of them simply had no idea

r.

what was happening; there were a few instances of open hostility.

'' In follow-up activities after the pilot inspection program,

the noise staff initiated personal discussions with owners of all
0o

trunks who participated in the pilot inspection program. There

,. were approximately 35 companies associated with the 80 trucks. The

purpose of these discussions was to provide information about the

' proposed federal regulations, to obtain'route data and to suggest

" maintenanos/oollection practices which would reduce noise.

Zn same instances, it was not possible to obtain specific

route data. Zn other cases, secondary sources were used when the

original data provided seemed unreliable. This was a ve.-_Ztime-

.. consuming process. Staff _hen researched zoning along the routes and

." provided suggestions regarding the use of quieter trucks along

'" the residentially zoned routes. In addition, information regarding

maintenanoe was offered.

The pilot inspec_inn program resulted in national news ooverage

and several inquiries for results of the study.

A local Jurisdiction may wish to consider conducting a pilo_

noise inspection program similar to what has been described in Prinoe
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George's County. A series of suggested steps to be i_cerporatsd

.J into the planning process, which will aid in the orgeni_ation

and implementation of the project, are listed be!cw:

(i) Become familiar with the proposed regulations

•" (Noise Emission Standards for Truck-Mounted Solid

Waste Compactors), and associated noise testing

methodology;
t.

(2) Determine the feasibility of undertaking this

project given available resources, and _he llke-

llhuod of obtaining more resources;

(3) Select t.he time and place for the pilot noise

,.. inspection program, paying particular attention

'" to the location. It is preferable to select a

'= site which is paved (at least 125 feet across in

any direction), as level as possible and free of

any obstructions such as poles, signs, rocks, gravel

and walls;

(4) Secure the necessary personnel and instrumentation

well in advance. This is important in Ju_isdictlons

, with small noise control staffs and little cr no

instrumentation. It may be necsssary to borrow the

resulted instrumentation from various sources and

conduct a training session in the use of the instruments
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_ for personnel who may not be familiar wi_-h _heir

•. use. The most important pieces of equipment are:

(i') fou_, Type I sound level meter sets with de-

tachable microphones, (2) tripods and (3) extra

cable. The Type I meters must meet _he require-

,. ments of, and he certified by, the American National

Standards Institute (ANSI). _t is helpful if the

meters are equipped with a "max hold" capability;

(5) Perform a statistical analysis to determine the

nurser of collection vehicles it will be necessary

to test (and _he different types of vehicles) in

order to achieve a certain confidence level in _he

.. results; and

j (6) Contact the refuse collection companies in advance

,_ to encourage their participation and cooperation.

"" Assure t_he collectors _hat you are not trying to

"shaft" them in some way, an idea which may lead

to an unhealthy olimate.

Finally, a local jurisdiction may wish to conduct an attl-

tudinal survey to determine whether noise from refuse collection

vehicles is considered a problem in the area, and whether the lo-

cal citizenry wa_t to see ao_ethlng done about it.
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.. The _oise s_aff interviewed residents whose homes were in

close proximity to collection points for trucks owned by t/_s

"" County Board of Education. When no one in adjacent hones was

availmble, _he staff noted observations regarding possible prob-
r_

leans.

0_

a-

i .

&o

r-
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-- V. E_icration of Prcbah!e Impact of Takin_ no Local Action
a_ Al±owln_ Feueral Regulation _o Serve as Only Con_rol:

" Evaluation of this alternative was approached in two different

ways. First, the data available on the entire fleet of refuse col-

lection vehicles in the County was used for prediction purposes.

._ Then, the more recent data compiled in the pilot noise inspection

survey conducted in May was analyzed.

In the total fleet, there are approximately 740 refuse col-

lection vehicles. The average age of the vehicles was 5.7 + 3.3

years. At the time the data were collected, the average year of

m_ks was 1970. _f all _rucks are replaced when _he average age is

achieved, _hsn 5.7 years after the rsgu!ations go into effect (late

.. 1984), all compactor-trucks should be post-£egulatien, quieter _rucka.

Taking into account deviation from the standard lifespan (unre-

• placed equipment which is older than average), it can be said that

wi_h 67._% confidence, all trucks will be replaced by quieter ones

by 1988, with 95% confidence, all trucks will be replaced by 1991,

and' with 98% confidence, all trucks will be replaced by 1995, always

assuming that the average age or lifespan remains constant at 5.7

2 3.3 years.

Since the data collected during _hs pilot noise inspection

program was more current and complete, projections were also cal-

culated from _Sis information. Compac_or age and truck age correlated

well enough to assume that they are _ypica!ly replaced as a unit in

the County. The average age of vehicles in _his sample was 4.3 +

2.6 years, and the average model year was 1974. _f all :tucks are
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replaced when the average age is achieved, then 4.3 years after

"" the regulations go into effect (mid-1983), all compactor-trucks

should have been replaced by post-regulation, quieter trucks.

Taking into account deviation from the standard lifespan (replaced
r_

_. equipment which is older than average), it can be said with 67.5%

confidence that all trucks will be replaced by quieter ones by

1986, with 95% confidence that they will be replaced by mid-1988,

i.

and with 98% confidence that they will be replaced by 1991. This

concurs with a_ assumption made in _he background document for
r •

.. t_uck-mounted solid waste compactor noise emission standards (EPA

." 550/9-77-204, p. viii), _hat there will he 100% turnover of trucks

by 1991.

_'" In _he background document for EPA's proposed regulations, a

[- formula is provided for the calculation of Equivalent Noise Impact

(ENI). The oalc,/lation of ENI is explained in Section I of this

report. _t provides a mechanism for predicting _he number of per-

sons who experience general annoyance from truck-mounted compactor

noise. Using the formula, it was estimated that ipproximatsly

224,970 persons in Prince Georgefs County currently experience general

_noymnOSo

Using population projections for the County in 1991 and assuming

a similar mix of residence types, the ENI was calculated for than

year when a 100% new flesh of quieted trucks is anticipated. Even

•- with a projected population increase Of approximately 160,000 per-

sons, the EN_ is reduced from the current level of 224,970 to 181,776

persons e.T@erisncing general annoyance in 1991. Thus, i= appears
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_ha_ a signifioan_ decrease in general annoyance can be antici-

pated if the County took no direct action and allowed the federal

=egula_ions to serve as the only con_.Tc! mechanism.

However, our experiences and observations duEing the com-

pletion of _.his a_udy clearly indicate the need for local govern-

ment participation as well. To maximize _he benefit of quieter,

new collec_.ion vehicles, a mechanism for assuring continued main-

tenants of _he co!Isc_ion vehicles and quiet collec_icn practices

is needed. The local governmen_ncise en!orcemen_ program must

have _h, =esources and personnel to provide this vital monitoring

fu.noei_..
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V_. Summar_ and Conclusions:

Thls investigation of approaches _o the control of noise

i_ from refuse collection vehicles was a cooperative study by _he

Division of Solid Waste and Noise Control in Prince George's County

&d
and _he Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments. The study

i. wns funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office

of Noise Abatement and Cent=el.

During the investigation, several potential noise control
g_

mechanisms were examined. These included: (i) the potential im-

,- pact of a legislative alternative requiring stationary compactors

_ for all new highrise developments, (2) _he effect of a ool!ec_ion

_" =_few, (3) the incorporation of noise into an annual inspection
U

program and (4) the impact of taking .no !coal action and allowing

federal regulations to serve as _he only ocn_ol. The purposes of

the study w_u_s _wofold. First, to explore the potential of _ho

_" control techniques in a large metropolitan Jurisdiction and, secondly,

to develop a document which would assist other Jurisdictions in
A.

svnlua_ing the control s_=a_egiss, based on their local conditions.
I"

The estahlis_nQnt of a legislative requirement for use of
t-

s_ntionazy ocmpsc_oEs in all highriee developments was not found

•. to he a practical approach _o noise cent.Tel in Prince George's County.

Although there ace economic and heal_h benefits to the use of station-

azy compactors, conventions! collection is still required. :n Prince

G_orge's County, i_ is the collection activities which resu!= in

.. noise complaints. Moreover, _amina_ion of planned future devslopmen_
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for _he County revealed that highrise development is to be minimal.

In o_her jurisdictions where extensive highrise development is

anticipated, further consideration of this alternative might be

warranted.

In terms of a collection curfew, a survey of haulers indicated

that even though evening and early morning pick-up services were

provided, the routlnqs were such that there was little impact on

residential areas. Moreover, in the few instances of complaints,

haulers were most cooperative in making voluntary schedule adjust-

ments. In areas where voluntary adjus_ents cannot be achieved,

a curfew obviously has potential. In Jurisdictions where refuse

collection is either handled by vehicles owned by the municipality

or con,-Tasted by the Jurisdiction, "implementation of a curfew is

quite simple. 'The potential problems are enforcement practices

which are equitable and imposing uniform, unnecessary consV.raints

on all haulers. Thus, Jurisdictions ate encouraged to explore vol-

untary schedule changes before imposing a mandated curfew.

Of the four alternatives explored, the incorporation of noise

into an annual inspection program is, undoubtedly, the p=efe_red

mechanism for omnt=ol. Although it is somewhat labor intensive,

it provides a mechanism for routine monltoring and isolation of

parti=ularly noisy vehicles. It also is a perfect compliment to the

proposed federal regulations. The license issued at the time of

annual inspection can he revoked at any time of the year if _he

vehicle is found in violation. Most Jurisdictions already have some
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form of inspection program for refuse collection vehicles, thus,

noise can he incorporated relatively easy. It also is an ideal

time to encourage use of quieter collection vehicles in residential
Ed

areas and to remind haulers of _he importance of quiet collection

,' p=actices

f_

Tho final alternative, allowing proposed federal regulations

to serve as the only control, would in time reduce general annoyance.

a_ However, the investigators have concluded tha_ local control,

"* through inspection and monitoring, must be continued for maximum

benefit.
7_

a.

f_

rl
:
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i
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